Third Grade 23/24 Supply List

**Students will keep and label**
- Headphones
- 1 green plastic pocket folder, no prongs
- 1 blue plastic pocket folder, no prongs
- 1 pencil pouch or supply box to hold supplies (about 7’x10’ or smaller works best)
- 1 wide-ruled 70-page notebook
- 1 package of 10 markers
- 1 package of 12 colored pencils
- Stylus - highly recommended
  (it makes writing on their iPads so much easier than using their finger)

**Teachers will collect for all classroom use**
- 2 boxes of 12 Ticonderoga pencils, sharpened
- 4 dry-erase markers, black
- 1 old sock to use as a dry-erase eraser
- 1 pink eraser
- 1 pair of scissors
- 1 black Sharpie, fine point
- 1 highlighter, any color
- 1 glue stick
- 1 box of tissues